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“You know, the good news is that children with dyslexia are good at math.”

-and-

“What works in teaching reading will work in teaching math.”

-and-

“Math is just another symbolic language.”

Common refrains about teaching children with dyslexia



● Underlying cognitive deficits can 
affect math learning

● Math instruction is often approached 
like reading instruction

● Approaches that emphasize 
memorization exacerbate the deficits



Memorization Leads to 
Misconceptions



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HK6ITYIDKc


Students who struggle in math 
often associate success with 

speed, memorization, and getting 
the right answers



Intentional
Engaging

Multisensory
Student-centered

Known to Unknown
Concrete ⇆ Abstract

Effective teaching in reading and math is:



Math learning is 
fundamentally different 

from learning to read



Reading Instruction:

Sound/Symbol
Relationships

Foundations
Math Instruction:

Number
Relationships



Letters vs Numbers
Aspects of Letters

Sound
(ă)

Symbol
(a)

Aspects of Numbers

Number Word
(four)

Numeral         Quantity
(4)                     (****)



Critical Difference

Letters have no 
intrinsic meaning

A

Numbers DO have 
meaning (quantity)

4
(****)







Inchworms and Grasshoppers
TASK INCHWORM GRASSHOPPER

Analyzing and 
identifying 
problems

● Focuses on the parts and details
● Looks at numbers and facts to 

arbitrarily select a formula

● Tends to be holistic - big picture
● Looks at the numbers and facts to 

estimate/approximate/restrict reasonable 
answers

Solving the 
problem

● Formulaic/procedural
● One method
● Forward moving in ordered steps
● Uses exact numbers
● Paper/Pen - documenting steps

● Answer driven
● Flexible methods
● Will work back from a trial answer
● Breaks apart/builds up numbers to make 

calculation easier
● Mental math

Checking and 
evaluating

● Unlikely to check or evaluate their 
answers or checks using the same 
procedure as before

● Evaluates answers against original 
estimate

● Checks using alternative methods

Source: Chinn, 1997
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OUR 
PEOPLE!

Inchworms and Grasshoppers



“In mathematics ... we find two tendencies present. On 
the one hand, the tendency towards abstraction seeks 
to crystallise the logical relations inherent in the maze 
of materials ... being studied, and to correlate the 
material in a systematic and orderly manner. On the 
other hand, the tendency towards intuitive 
understanding fosters a more immediate grasp of the 
objects one studies, a live rapport with them, so to 
speak, which stresses the concrete meaning of their 
relations.”  - David Hilbert

Geometry and the imagination (New York, 1952).



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdxEAt91D7k


"I'm terrible at math." 
The goal for our math students should not be 

to memorize facts and procedures as skills 
isolated from meaning 

There is not one best process to solve every problem

THINKING 
is the 
goal

“I just don't have a 
math mind." 

"I wasn't taught how to 
do that."

"I’ll never understand 
this"

“I can’t remember how 
my teacher taught me”



Story of a 5 hour trip on a plane



How many people have to exit the plane before us?



How many people have to exit the plane before us?

800!
That does not make sense. Look... 

300?
Hun… do the math. We are in row 23, which means there are 22 
rows in front of us. Each row has 6 people. So 6 x 22...

100!
6 times 22, 2 times 6 is 12, carry the one. Then 6 times 2 is 12 
again but add one so… 132. How didn’t you get that? 

Oh.. haha, I’m tired. 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ry82ia8UkL0


2006 Study Stefan Munzer Journal of Environmental Psychology
Volume 26, Issue 4, December 2006, Pages 300–308 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272494406000594



Stefan Munzer Journal of Environmental Psychology
Volume 26, Issue 4, December 2006, Pages 300–308 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272494406000594





“NOT ALL WHO WANDER ARE LOST”
    -J. R. R. Tolkien



Context matters!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCq1XFDVZA4


I can’t tell them how to 
see/do the process if 
they aren’t  ready  yet.



Construct a Map
Support students in:

● Surveying the landscape
● Identifying landmarks
● Navigating the map
● Exploring multiple paths
● Making connections



What is the role of 
direct instruction 

in the math classroom?





So how do we provide “meaningful” context in the 
classroom around learning facts and memorizing 
procedures?



Use entry points ALL 
students are able to access



What do you 
notice?

What do you 
wonder?
Jo Boaler - Week of Inspirational Math https://www.youcubed.org/week-of-inspirational-math/



Where’s the 
poop emoji?

Jo Boaler



Where’s the 
poop emoji?

Jo Boaler



Where’s the 
poop emoji?

Jo Boaler



“If it matters to students, it 
HAS to matter to us.”

-Graham Fletcher



easy

hard

miserable enjoyable

Math

Science

Language

History

Gym





“Real world” ≠ Context



Wanna make kids mad?











BUT I WANTED 180!



It’s like taking candy from a baby





Links between school mathematics and 
the real world will not be demonstrated 

by perfectly-phrased questions 
involving buses and cans of paint. 

-Jo Boaler



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z02gQyXSuLQ


O.M.G.

SHARKS



Here’s how the lesson could have gone...
Here are a list of sharks to contrast and compare.

Here are the factors that matter.

Here is the way Discovery Channel weighed and rated sharks.

Research, plug in the information, and spit out a value.. 
..We can rank them



Instead, we had a math fight...



Students generated questions...
● How many types of sharks are there?
● Which sharks have the most attacks?
● Which shark is the deadliest?
● What is considered deadly?
● What sharks have the strongest bite?
● Are the sharks considered only relevant to the US?
● What makes a shark deadly?
● Is the great white the shark that kills the most 

people?
● Is a bear more deadly than a shark?



…and important factors
● Proximity to humans
● Bite force
● Size of bite
● Size of shark
● Speed of shark
● Number of attacks
● Deaths by attack
● Location (where the shark most frequents)
● Number of teeth
● Size of teeth
● Species population size



O.M.G.

RESEARCH



Formula Developed by Students:

dfdeadlyfactor

(deadly attacks ÷ total attacks * 100) + (Bite Force ÷ Size * 100) +  Location 
     Factor

+   Speed 
     of Shark

 1.25  1.25



SO WHAT HAPPENED?STUDENT LIST         DISCOVERY CHANNEL





OUR LIST            DISCOVERY CHANNEL



OUR LIST            DISCOVERY CHANNEL



70% correct when you 
invented the equation is 
100% AWESOME





MODELING  WITH 

MATHEMATICS

MODELING  WITH 

MATHEMATICS



Give students’ 
strategies a voice no 

matter how inefficient 
they might be



VISUAL PATTERNS
http://www.visualpatterns.org/

Pattern #147

@fawnpnguyen

http://www.visualpatterns.org/
http://www.visualpatterns.org/


How my students saw it
http://www.visualpatterns.org/

http://www.visualpatterns.org/
http://www.visualpatterns.org/


How my students saw it
http://www.visualpatterns.org/

http://www.visualpatterns.org/
http://www.visualpatterns.org/


How my students saw it
http://www.visualpatterns.org/

http://www.visualpatterns.org/
http://www.visualpatterns.org/


Not every student is ready to 
make a claim



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oy7QkixIFFI


How my students saw it
http://www.visualpatterns.org/

http://www.visualpatterns.org/
http://www.visualpatterns.org/


Concrete ⇝ Abstract 
Student thinking guides process





(x+1)

x(x+1)-1

*2

Total = 2(x+1) + x(x+1)-1



(x+2)

(x+1)

Total = (x+2)(x+1) - 1

-1



(x+2)

x+3

Total = (x+2)(x+2) - (x+3)



“Children with dyslexia tend to look 
at the world differently. Isn’t the 

world lucky they do?”





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TcpTi0RBCA






“If a child can’t learn the way 
we teach, maybe we should 
teach the way they learn.”

 – Ignacio Estrada 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKVvflbu1kk


NAILED IT



#Priority

It’s not about having time. 
It’s about MAKING time
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